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How are Chinese exports impacted by
increasing domestic prices and Covid?

What is happening to the German rebar
market?

Will US finished steel prices continue to
advance despite scrap’s setback?

Where will Turkish rebar demand come
from?

Can Turkish scrap prices return to 2021
record levels?

Longs markets enter ‘new
normal’ as supply catches
demand
Supply has caught up with demand in the global long products market, with lead times
shortening, although higher prices than at the beginning of the fourth quarter of 2020 will be
the new normal, says the International Rebar Exporters and Producers Association (Irepas).
Moreover, freight rates are still significantly elevated.

Despite the return of market equilibrium, Section 232 and EU safeguards remain in force, and
protected markets will continue enjoying their positions until measures are terminated, Irepas
adds in its September short-range outlook.

“The slowdown in the Far East has dealt the market a strong body blow,” Irepas comments.
“The Asian markets are making adjustments, but most would say that everyone is happy over
there. The Indian and Vietnamese mills are exporting, while new plants in Indonesia as well
as the Japanese mills are making historic profits. South Korean mills most likely will do the
same.” There is strong competition between Turkish long product exports to Asia and Asian-
produced material.

EU cut-and-benders' stock levels are rising, as an increasing number of projects are being put
on hold due to high prices for construction materials, including rebar. “The cut and benders are
feeling a significant drop in order income and are holding their breaths to see how the EU mills
will react to fewer order entries,” Irepas says. With summer holidays over, demand is however
expected to recover and EU mill prices are therefore not expected to fall significantly,
especially amid a lack of import alternatives.

US demand remains high but supply is gaining, although some shortages remain, especially
on the West Coast. Imports cannot fill the gap due to shipping constraints. Costly freight is
seeing mills offer on a fob basis. “Importers who buy on fob basis on all occasions are in for a
surprise when cargoes are ready to ship. To add to the problem, most ports are full and do not
wish to receive more cargoes,” Irepas observes. Credit has become an issue, with many
buyers unable to insure the receivables.

Costly freight is discouraging international trade transactions, which will create short-term
downward pressure on prices and long-term shortages in importing countries. Regionalisation
is the current trend.

Chinese output cuts will spur the country’s demand for billet, which should support other
regions, especially ASEAN producers, and could also buoy up steel pricing.

Almost all countries are looking at some type of stimulus plan and infrastructure spending, in
particular, looks to continue for several years in Europe and North America.

Going forward, “some downward adjustments in the North American market may be seen and
negativism is bound to spread and may affect other markets,” Irepas concludes.

SAMPLE

Index 58% 62% 65%
W-o-w %
Change -9.90% -12.67% -11.45%

10 Sep 109.51 132.49 153.10

9 Sep 107.19 130.84 151.66

8 Sep 106.97 131.37 151.91

7 Sep 109.93 137.45 157.75

6 Sep 109.72 133.23 153.57

Average 108.66 133.07 153.59

3 Sep 111.44 143.89 164.48

2 Sep 117.89 146.12 165.79

1 Sep 121.01 151.28 170.44

31 Aug 123.72 153.75 176.89

30 Aug 123.03 154.64 178.29

Average 119.42 149.94 171.18
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Global Overview

Asia:Europe:North America:

Middle East:CIS:Latin America:

Click here to view this map online
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• Chinese prices recover
• Chinese export struggle on Covid

new wave
• Iron ore back at $130/t CFR

• Italian pig iron to drop further
• European scrap down again
• AST can find new buyer soon

• US sheet, plate pricing remains
steady

• Scrap offers decline by $25/gt for
obsolete grade and $50/gt for prime
grade

• Skelp continues to prop up OCTG
pricing

• Turkish scrap prices diverge
• Turkish rebar mills struggle for

buyers
• Weak end-use demand drags

down Turkish HRC

• CIS billet mills to release new
offers

• CIS HRC price reductions secure
sales

• Pig iron prices in Brazil down
• Vale keeps increasing iron ore

exports

https://production.kallanish.com/en/weekly-steel/heat-map/
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Order Form

Subscribe to Kallanish Steel Weekly
today
Start your subscription to Kallanish Steel Weekly (KSW) today

Kallanish Steel Weekly is a new weekly publication from Kallanish Commodities.

The pricing options for 12 month subscriptions are available below.

To sign up complete the form below and return to us.

Standard: Kallanish Steel Weekly US$ 1725/ €1495

Premium: Kallanish Steel Weekly US$ 2450/ €2150

KSW Content:

The publication is filled with market
information, charts and graphs.

• Supplied in PDF
• Pricing Table
• Price Spreads Table
• 8-9 pages
• Special features
• Prices to watch
• Word of the week
• Global heat map

Start my subscription

Yes, please start my subscription so that I can read the Kallanish Steel Weekly.

Please choose your option below:

Option 1: Standard KSW US$ 1500

Option 2: Premium KSW US$ 2100

Payment type:Your details:

Please tick below:

Credit Card:

Name:

Job Title:

Company:

Address:

City:

Country:

Pay by invoice

Pay by credit card

Amex

Mastercard

Visa

Signature: Date:

Phone:

Email:

Name on card:

Card number:

CCV: Expires:

Signature

I confirm I am signing up for a 12 month subscription to KSW

I have read and agreed to the Kallanish Terms and Conditions.
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Word of the week

Contact

Structural steel is produced specifically for building
construction with a specific shape or cross section,
chemical composition and strength. These parameters
and more, such as storage, are regulated to particular
standards in most industrialised countries.

If you found this issue of Kallanish Steel Weekly interesting please let us know, we would love to hear from you.

Kallanish - UK
Britannia House
t: +44 7874 008654

Kallanish - Germany
t: +49 304280 2034

Kallanish - Bulgaria
t: +359 896 266 305

Kallanish - China
Shanghai, China
t: +86 182 1728 2941

Kallanish - USA
t: +1 609 216 0640

Kallanish - Singapore
t: +65 9766 8157

General Enquiries:
www.kallanish.com
info@kallanish.com

Social Media:

Structural Steel

Copyright 2021 Kallanish. No distribution is permitted without the prior consent of Kallanish. To find out about multiple user accounts or corporate
subscription packages please contact us on info@kallanish.com or on +44 208 735 6520. Use of any information or material provided by Kallanish is
entirely at your risk and in no circumstances is Kallanish responsible for any loss, damage or other negative consequence of use of information or
material by you or anyone else.
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